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FOREWORD

Traditionally vocational education has been geared primarily
to preparing students for employment--to preparing employees.
Yet there is mother career path availeul ; students can learn
how to set up and manage their own businesses. They can become
entrepreneurs.

Vocational education, by its very nature, is well suited to
developing entrepreneurs. It is important that entrepreneurship
education be developed and incorporated as a. distinct but integral
part cf all vocational education program areas. A Program for
Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship (PACE) represents a way
to initiate further action in this direction.

The strength behind these instructional units is the interest
and involvement of vocational educators and successful entrepreneurs
in the state of Ohio and across the nation. Special recognition is
extended to the project staff: Lorraine T. Furtado, Project Director
and Lee Kopp, Program Associate. Appreciation is also expressed to
the many who reviewed and revised the drafts of the units: Ferman
Moody, Hannah Eisner, and Sandra Gurvis. We owe a special thanks to
those consultants who contributed to the content of this publication:
Carol Lee Bodeen, Louis G. Gross, Douglass Guilrema, Peter G. Haines,
Philip S. Manthey, Charles S. McDowell, Mary E, McKnight, Steven R.
Miller, Barbara S. Riley, Barbara A. Rupp, Ruth Ann Snyder, Robert L.
Suttle, Florence M. Wellman and Roy-H. Young.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for
Research in Vocational Education



HOW TO USE PACE

A Program for Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship
(PACE) is a curriculuM responsive to the need for instruction
in entrepreneurship. It is primarily for postsecondary level,
including four year colleges and adult/education, but it can .

also be adapted for special groups. PACE is divided into three
parts (1) Getting Ready to Become an Entrepreneur, (2) Becoming
an Entrepreneur (establishing a business), and (3) Being an
Entrepreneur (operating a business).

Each of the three parts has a set of instructional units which
relate to that topic. Within these units, the material is organized
into three levels of learning: Exposure, Exploration, and Prepara-
tion/Adaptation. These levels of learning progress from simple to
complex concepts.

The levels of learning will enable you to use the PACE materials
to suit your individual needs. You may find it best to work with
the exposure level of one unit and the exploration level of another.
Or, you may choose to pursue one level throughout the entire series.
You might also want to work through two or more levels in one un;_t
before going on to the next unit.

Before beginning a unit, discuss with your instructor what level
or levels of learning in tharunit are most appropriate to your goals
and abilities. Read the unit overview and look through the pre/post-
assessments for the three levels to help you in your choice. Also
check the list of definitions you might need to look up or research
for that level.

When you are ready to start turn to the level you have chosen,
take the preassessment and identify those items which you feel need
special attention in the unit. Also look at the learning objectives:
they will tell you what you should be able to do by the time you
finish that level of learning

As ;_:u reap, you .:ill notice questions in the margins alongside
the substantive content portion of each level. Use these questinr
to guide your reading.

At the end lf cr 1i vLA of learning arg activities which help
you beconc ,.'N-0..yud with the content presented in the unit. You and
your instructor can decide on how many activities you should do; you

want to do several or you many need to do ell.

vii



then evaluate yourself. Is there any material that vou need
to review before you take the postassessment? The difference in your
answers on the pre/postassessments should show= You how much vou Live
grown-in your knowledge of entrepreneurship.

When you and your instructor feel that you have successfully
'completed that level, you are ready to begin another level of learning
either in the same unit or in another.
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OVERVIEW OF THE UNIT

Whether you are buying an existing business or starting a new
one, it is vital that you choose your location very carefully. De-

ciding where to locate a business is a very important decision. The
business location can "make or break" the venture. The manufacturer,
the owner of a service firm, the wholesaler, and the retailer must
select the "right" site for their business.

This unit will acquaint you with some factors which should be
considered when selecting the business site. You will be able to
participate in activities designed to give you firsthand experience
in looking for, finding, and selecting a businesss site.



DEFINITIONS TO KNOW BFFOEF YOU BEGIN

As you read through a level, you might find some unfamiliar

words. Listed below are several business terms used in each

level. -owing these before you begin might help you to better

understand that level.

EXPOSURE'

site expanding market

Rl,c RATION

site industrial park

retail business raw materials

service business supply and demand

wholesale business

PREPARATION ADAPTATION

working capital appreciation

fixed assets sublease

access service business

audit retail business

appraisal wholesale business

xi
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EXPOSURE PART II, UNIT B

WHERE TO LOCATE

THE BUSINESS

PRFASSESSMENT

Here are some questions thattest for knowledge of the contents

of this level.. If you'are very familiar with the information needed to

answer them, perhaps you should go to another level or unit -- cheek

with your instructor. Otherwise, jot down your answers. After you've

read through this level, take the postassessment at the end. of the

"Exposure Activities" section and measure what you've learned.

1. Do you agree with th0- statement, "Selecting the right

businesssitecan be the difference between success and

failure in. the business?" Why or. why not?

What are the advantages of buying an existing. business?

3. What are the disadvantages of buying an existing business?

What are some easons for starting a new business?

5. What factors are important in selecting a site?

1



Part II, Unit B

Where to Locate
the Business

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of thisA.evel of instruction you

should be able

1. Explain the importance of selecting the right

business site.

2. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of

buying 411 existing business vs. starting a new

business.

Name and describe two reasons for starting a

new business.

4. Name and describe each of the factors that must

be considered when selecting a site.

2



SHOULD YOU BUY

AN EXISTING

BUSINESS OR

Part II, -Unit B

Where to Locate
the Business

SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

BUYING AN EXISTING BUSINESS VS. OPENING A NEW BUSINESS

One of the most basfc decisions you will make is whether

to buy an existing business or start a new one. Both options

have advantages and disadvantages.

STAHT-A_NEW_O_NE?_

------- WHAT ASE THE 1.

ADVANTAGES OF

BUYING AN EXIST-

ING BUSINESS?

Advantages_of Buying an Existing Business

Studying the site will be easier. Existing businesses

often have such readily available data as traffic studies,

counts of the number'of people who pass. the location at

various times of the day, type_of potential clientele who

shop the area, etc.

2. The current owner's equipment, furnishings and fixtur

1l be available. You will save time because you.,will

not have to locate all of the necessary materials. In

.addition you will probably cut costs using the available

materials.

Previous owners or employees will be able to help you

manage the organization. They can provide you with help

ful contacts which will save you time and Money. There

may be no need to hire new employee

You may have e tabl. shed customers. These customers

could be a tremendous source of income which may reduce

the risk inherent in opening a-businesa.

16



WHAT ARE THE

DISADVANTAGES

OF BUYING AN

EXISTING

BUSINESS?

WHAT ARE TB7'

.ADVANTAGES

OP STARTING

i A NEW

1

!BUSINESS?

WHAT ARE THE

.DISADVANTAGES

OF STARTING A

NEW BUSINESS?

Part II, Unit B
Where, to Locate

thencss

Disadvantages_ of Buy. Business

The location may be so p, even the most effective

management could not make the business succeed. Beware of

the deal that sounds "too good to be true." The owner/manager

may have driven customers away; the inventory may be outdated;

fixtures and building could be in poor condition, and equipment

obsolete.

±icgtQloElLangEiqew Business

The advantages of starting a new business are numerous.

You will have the opportunity to select your own employees,

fixtures, and equipment. You have no need to follow up the

previouS ownerls..policiesand practices and can develop your

own. You can "start anew" clientele without any ill will

.previous.owner may .have:created.

Disadvanta e a New Business

Choosing a new site is more of a gamble; you will need

to study a number.of locations, gather city and local data

(if available) and, in general, rely more on your "educated

instinct." When you purchase materials needed for your new

business, you will find that costs have probably risen. You

mustalso-build up and maintain a completely new and unknown

clientele.

4



HOW IMPORTANT

IS IT TO FIND

THE RIGHT

LOCATION?

WHAT MUST BE

CONSIDERED IN

SELECTING A

SITE?

WiY, IS

IMBOR

Part II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

SITE SELECTION C-

Studies of business failures ind that a large number

of businesses fail. each year because they did not consider

site facto-2s. Whether you buy an existing.business or start

anew one, careful consideration must be given to all the site

. sel__io- factors.' This is no simple task.

Population

\Entrepreneurs should identify the segments of the popula-

tion frpm which they believe the majority of their potential

customers will come. For example, if you are interested in

opening a record store, it Would be important o- know where

the greatest population of teenagers and young adults in the

area is

Other population factors include: How stable is the area?

Do people move in out regularly? Is the population growing

or declining? If the area is -rapidly growing there'will prooa-

bly be a large number of young families. All these factors

need,to be- c nsidered in relation to your business.

Income

use income reflects the demand patterns that exist

services, prospective entrepreneurs should gather

IrFo .Fr:rding income in the area selected. Specific

on to be answered include: What is the average income?



WHAT ABOUT

COMPETITION?

WHAT INFORfATION

SHOULD BE

GATHERED ON

LOCAL, INDUSTRIES?

Part II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Bvslutlfl

Is there a mixture of income levels (low, medium, high) in

the area, or is the area predominately one income level? What

are the employment /unemployment trends?

Competition

I

Almost all businesses face some competition. As a pro-

spective entrepr neur, You should analyze your competito s and-

gather information on their strengths and weaknesses. You

should know how many competitors. exist in your potential sales

market, and where they are located. There are three justifi-'

cations for opening a new firm,, the absence of similar

firms, 2) the presence of poorly managed companies, or 3)

an expanding market.

You should-also find out how many businesses similar to

,yours have opened or closed in the past two years. Indirect

competition that provides similar kinds of goods and services

is another facto to analyze.

Type of Industry in the Area

A study should be made of the industries in the area

and should answer. the following question Are 80% of the

townspeople dependent on one industry for loyMentl Or

does the community have a diverse number of industries?

Is industry in the area substantial and permanent? Is it

seasonal in nature? Are more industries moving in o are

many locating` elsewhere? You will need to analyze the impact

these industrial conditions will have on'your business.



Part ii,
!Mere to Locate
the Business

EXPOSURE ACTIVITIES

Selecting a site is a very important part of beginning

business. Now that you have learned some of the factors in-

yolved,, try These activites. They may help you in selecting

a location for your business.

ASSESSMENT ONE

1. Write a paper (no longer than three pages) in which you

state the reasons for buying an existing busil-iss instead

of starting,a new one.

Assume that a friend, who is considering opening a beauty

shop, asks you for help in selecting the site. What infor-

mation would you provide?

S. Are there any real advantages to opening new business

=vs, buyingan,existing one?

4 You have made a decision about the type of business you

o own and would. like to operate in your locril

community. Would' it behest for you to buy an existing

business or open=a new one? Why?

POSTASSESSMENT

Explain the statement, "Selecting the right business,

ite can be the difference between success and failuze

the businesS."

List and discuss two advantages of buying an existtn

business.

20



Part II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

List and discuss two disadvantages of buying an existing

business.

4. Identify and discuss two reasons for starting a new

business.

5. Name and describe the factors that must be considered

when selecting a site.

.Compare your answers to your responses to the preassessment.

You may -want to check your postassesment answers with your

instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

.

°How well did you know the information needed to do the

activities?

Very well

Fairly well

A little

Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know

the material well anough, it might be helpful to review this

section beforegoing on.
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EXPLOP \ATI ON PART II UNIT B

WHERE TO LOCATE

THE BUSINESS

REASSESSMENT

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the contents

of this level. If you are very familiar with the information needed to

answer them, perhaps you should go to another level or unit -- check

with your instructor. Otherwise, jot down your answers. After you've

read through this level, take the postassessment at the end of the

"Exploration Activities" section and measure what you've learned.

at factors should be considered when selecting a city

or town?

2. What steps are involVed in selecting the "right" location?

'Discuss the statement, "The same factors should be con-

sidered when selecting a site for a retail establishment,

wholesaling enterprise, service business, and manufacturing

firm." Do you agree or 'disagree with this statement? Why?

4. What resources are available to help, entrepreneurs make the-

"right" site selections?.

9



Part II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this level of instruction you should

be able to:

1. Explain the four basic factors to consider when

selecting the city or town in which to locate the

business.

2. Identify the steps involved in selecting the -fight

business site.

3. Explain the different factors which must be considered

when selecting sites for retail establishments, whole-

sale establishments, service businesses, and manu7

facturing firms.

4. Name resources which help entrepreneurs make the

right site selections.



WHAT ARE THE

STEPS IN SITE

SELECTrON?

Part II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATIO

STEPS IN SITE SELECTION

In selecting a city or town within a geographical area,

consideration must be given to these four factors (1) characte-

istics of the population, (2) income, (3) competition, and

I

(4) type of industry. Before you take these steps, however,

you must select a geographic area, then a town or city within

that area, and finally a specific site within that city or town.

A map Ti very useful to have,, especially after the site has

peen chosen. Opening a business in your home town can be an

advantage since you know the area, the people and their likes

and dislikes.

Perhaps you have already decided upon a favorable city or

town. You may have even selected the section of the city you

believe will be best. After you have made these decisions you

can turn. your attention to the specific site to be chosen.

Many of the same questi4ns raised for the selection of the

city or town should be raised about the various sections.

First, you should define the segments of the population

from which you believe he majority of your clientele'will

come. Factors such as number of young, families, ages of

children, mobility into and out of the area and rapid growth

or decline of the neighborhood should be considered.

11



Part 11, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

Second, your product or service should be considered in

17MS of the income characteristics of the community.' Every

1,11 iness needs to determine if the people who can afford to

are willing to buy its services or products are sufficiently

presented in the community. You must decide what community

ill- provide the best market for you. For example, you should

not plan to market a luxury product in a low income community.

Third, you must know your competition. Is the market ex-

panding to make rap_ for your. business?' How.could your business

better serve the market? You need the answers to these questions.

Finally, the industry of the community provides the econo-

m c base. for your customers= Is it increasing or declining?

are the characteristics of the labor force? What are the

major trends?

No matter what type of business you'plan to operate, the

basic questions regarding location, including population,

income, c pe it ion, and type of industry.in the area, must be

Studied, There are also a number of other factors that may

relate to your business. The following questions will guide

you in studying a community.

1. What is the newspaper circulation? Are there

concentrations of circulation?

2. What other media are available for advertising?

How many radio and television stations are there?

12



Fart 11, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

Is the quantity and quality of available labor

concentrated in a given area in the city or to

If so, is co! muting a way of living in that city

or town?

4. Is transporation available and adequate?

Are transportation costs high?

5. Is the city centrally located to your suppliers?

6. What are the labor conditions, including such

things as relationships with the business com-

munity and average wages and salaries_ being paid?

7., Is the local business climate healthy? Or are

business failures especially high in the

What about tax requirements? Is there a city

business tax? Income tax? What is the proper

tax rate? Is there a personal property ta?

Are there other special taxes?

9. Is the available police and fire protect:.

adequate?

What is the community environment like? Do the

schools have a good reputation? Are there service

clubs? How active are these groups?

the city or town basically well planned and

managed in terms of sunh items as adequate

electric power, sewage, and paved streets and

sidewalks?



DOE'S THE TYPE OF

BUSINESS AFFECT

THE SUITABILITY

OF A SITE?

if a

Per II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

12. What do you think this city or town ill be like

in ten years? Does it appear that it will con-
,

tinue to prosper and grow or will it decline?

SELECTING THE RIGHT' SITE

Thr! type tC business You plan to operate often determines

is good or bad. There are some basic site considers-

tions which must be reviewed for every type of business.

They include lease purchase terms, nearby competition, parking

facilities, and probable costs of business operations at the

site. In sdi n to these basic concerns, some specific questions

also need to be answered which are dependent upon whether you

are opening --etail establishment, a manufacturing firm, a

wholesale business, or service business.

Retail Establishments

WHAT ABOUT SELECTING Parking facilities and access to major roads have become

SITES FOR RETAIL a major problem for many retailers. However, those retailers

ESTABLISHMENTS? whose stores are located within shopping centers have less of

a parking problem.

Retailers need consider the types of businesses that

surround a site. Studies have shown that appt,rel stores should

not be located next to service stations.

14



WHAT SHOULD YOU LOOK

FOR IN A WHOLESALE

SITE?

Part II, Unit B
Where to Locate
the Business

Pedestrian traffic is also important to a retailer. For

example, the retailer should ask, "Are pedestrians who pass

this site on their way to public transportation or to the

local theatre?" Those en route to the threatre are not likely

to stop to make purchases.

No site is simply a good or bad retail location. Factors

such as type of merchandise sold and the firm's customer service

policies regarding phone orders also come into play. Therefore,

when you analyze a site, consider the type of retail business

you plan to operate.

Wholesale Establishments

Two factors are major consideration in selecting a whole-

sale site. They are good transportation service, including air,

rail and truck; and proper facilities. Without these advantages,

the wholesaler could not maintain inventories large enough to

handle customer leeds.

Most cities have zoning laws which restrict the location

of wholesale firms. These laws need-to be thoroughly investi-
\

gated. Wholesale flans shoed also be located as close as possi-

ble to their potential markets.



WHAT IS IMPORTANT

IN LOCATING A

F,11:t TI, Unit

WhJre to Locate
the Business

Service Busines

proximity to a large shopping center usually considered

ideal for service businesses. Normally it is not neces

SERVICE BUSINESS? for the T.V. repair shop, cleaners, dentist, shoe repair shop,

and child-care facility to locate in high-rent locations.

Customers are willing to seek out and go farther to obtain

good service, so these establishments can be somewhat "out of

the way." But even among service firms there are significant

differences as to which site is better. For example, a dry

cleaners which locates near a grocery store and a drugstore is

usually a good choice. However, the same location would not

necessarily be good for a dentist, who may not require all the

traffic and the convenient drop-off point that could make the

dry cleaners successful.

WHAT ABOUT SITES FOR

MANUFACTURING

FIRMS?

Manufactur_n Firms

Sites that are suitable for manufacturinglfirms differ

from sites which are good or bad for retailers, wholesalers,

and service firms. If you are considering opening a manufac-

taring firm, check into the zoning la _, shipping facilities,

availability of appropriate buildings, distance from raw

materials, and nearness to the potential market. Because the

industrial park concept has become very important within the

last ten years, most cities have restricted areas for factory

locations. All the above are important considerations.

16
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OBTAINING INFORMATION

WHERE CAN YOU Your business location must be selected as a result of

GET DATA? study, not a hunch. Selecting the correct site is a complex

task, requiring an extensive analysis of many factors.

previously discussed, these factors relate to the type

business to be established, customers to be served, and types

of goods and services to be sold. Therefore, conducting a.

comprehensive market study is very importani-- This market

research study does not need to be sophisticated nor highly

complicated, but it must be done carefully. In addition to

conducting your own research, a great deal of free or inexpen-

sive date is available.

One source of information is the annual Statistical

Abstract of the United States. This document includes

national demographic data on such items as population and

income.

Any city or county with a population of over 5,O00 is

included in the qm11ryulCitLk ts book. `hisdirectory

contains such information as the number. of businesses, number

of families, average income, and number of multifamily and

single-family housing units in an area.

17
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Another publication which provides useful information is

of Current Business. This monthly publication in-

eludes monthly sales volume figures for various products and

services, economic information including unemployment data,

and monthly a ticles on timely subjects, such as changes in

consumer buying behavior.

Market information can also be obtained from various

government agencieS. The Department of Labor's Bureau: of

Labor Statistics has current information on such labor problems

as unemployment and wages. The Office of Minority Business

Enterprises (OMBE) of the Department of Commerce provides

information and services to minority entrepreneurs.

Chambers of Commerce normally have a great amount of

information about the area they represent. Trade associations

publish statistics that can be helpful in selecting a site.

The local bank where you might want to obtain a loan probably

p-wr
has InTtrmation on the average income. It may also have

economic supply and demand projections.

Evaluate and study trends, gather all the data you can.

Analyze the data you gather completely, so you can make a

sound decision and select the best site.
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EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

Do ydu feel competent ertugh in selecting a site to be

able to put what you have learned into practice? The following

activities will help you experience real" site selection

situations. After completing the activities, do a self-

evaluation to check your understanding of the material.

ASSESSMENT ONE

1. Contact the staff me ars o your local Chamber of Commerce

office or a clmilar organz _on and ask them to meet with

your group. Have them describe the available resources for

entrepreneurs to review when making site decisions. Do :hey

provide any seminars or meetings to attract entrepreneurs to

the area?

/ 2 Can you sugost a product or service not currently

available in your area that might support a new small

business?'

3. What sources might be most appropriately used in invest-

igating possibilities for a new:

Drugstore

Daycare center

. Service station

Farm equipment store

Coin operated self-service laundry

19
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4. For the business venture you are considering, develop a

plan which includes the three steps in site selection that

you would use to. help you make the " h-" decision. In

your plan, you might went to include any checklists you

would use and mas of the area. Identify outside resources

you would consult. Make your plan complete. Include in

the plan exactly what you w:mld do and how you would do it

Present the information in the order in which you would go

about selecting the site.

5. What role should personal and family considerations play

in making a location decision?

POSTASSESSMENT

1. Discuss two of the four basic factors whiCh need to be

considered when selecting and analyzing the city or town

in which to locate the business.

2. Identify the steps involved in selecting the right

business location.

Discuss this statement "The same factors should be

considered when selecting a site for a retail establish=

meet, wholesaling enterprise, service business, and

manufacturing firm." Do you agree or disagree with this

statement? Why?
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4. Name and define two resources that are designed to help

entrepreneurs make the right site selections.

Compare your answers to your responses to the preassessment.

You may want to check your postassessment answers with your

instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How, well did you know the

activities?

( )

( )

Very well

Fairly well

A little

on needed to do the

Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know

the material well enough, it might be helpful to review this

section before going on.
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PREPARATION/ PART II UNIT B

ADAPTATION WHERE TO LOCATE

THE BUSINESS

PREASSESSMENT

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the contents

of this level. If you are very familiar with the information needed to

answer them, perhaps you should go to another leA,e1 or unit -- check

with your Instructor. Otherwise, jot down your answers. After you've

read through this level, take the postassessment at the end of the

"Preparation/Adaptation Activities" secton and measure what you've learned.

1. Are the factors the same in selecting a site for a d

cleaning business and a clothing store? If they differ,

in what ways?

2. You are meeting with one of the current owners of a business

that you may purchase. You ask the owner, "Why are you selling

the business?" The owner says, "We are selling our business

because my partner is in poor health and just too much

for me to handle alone." How would you react: Would you

attempt to discover if this is the real reason why the

business is being sold? How?

What information should be included in an audit of an existing

business you are thinking of buying?
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4. Why is appraising the building, equipment, «tc of a business

you are thinking of buying so important?

5. What information should be included in a lease agreement?

24
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TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this level of instruct

be able to:

Dn vou shoul:1

1. Identify and provide examples of the four basic factors

to be considered when selecting a site.

2.-- Illustrate some important differences in the site consi-

derations for different types of businesses.

3. Explain what needs to be considered when buying an

existing business, and identify resources available

helping the entrepreneur conduct an evaluation of an

existing business.

4. Discuss the importance of audits and appraisals and

describe what they ought to include.

Describe the information that should be included in a

lease agreement.
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SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

SITE SELECTION

The importance of selecting a business location cannot

be overestimated. The combination of type of business and

location frequently maces the difference between success or

failure.

Location

In selecting a location an entrepreneur usually narrows

the focus from a wide geographical consideration to a specific

community, and finally to a particular Adress within the

community. In this process four factors must be given major

consideration (1) population, (2) income, (3) competition,

and (4) the industry located in the area.

You will need 22pnlation information simply because you

will have to be sure the area can support your business. You

should try to determine if there is a sufficient number of

the kinds of people who need a particular product or service

in the area where you want to locate. You should learn as

much about the population as you can. For instance, selling

health care products in a retirement community would undoubtedly

be different from selling such products in a community of young

families.

The income characteristics of a community often determine

what kinds of products or services will sell. For example, the

amount of discretitnary income--money that is left after the basic
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human needs of food, shelter, and clothing are purchased--may

determine whether a product or service is saleoble. You could not

expect to sell a Rolls Royce to a family on a Volkswagon budget.

Another important consideration is your cmpitition.

You must determine whether the demand for a product in the

market you are considering can support your business in

addition to the competition. You might ask yourself if the

market is expanding, if your firm could better serve the

market and capture some of the co petition's business. These

are not always easy questions to answer.

Finally, the industry located in a community often

determines its financial characteristics and the economic

welfare. This includes the type of people in the labor force

and the economic trends for the next five, ten, or twenty years.

DO DIFFERENT TYPES

OF BUSINESSES

EQUIRE DIFFERENT

TYPES OF LOCATIONS?

Type of

The type-o f-Musiness will also determine whether a site

is good bad. For instance, different factors should be

used to select a sit- for a retail business than for a whole-

saler. Service businesses require different types o locations

than businesses that sell products.

Easy access and traffic patterns are prime considerations

of retail establishments. .Customers should be able to reach

these from major roads and ample parking facilities should be

available. Even the various types of pedestrian traffic

patterns within a shopping center are important to different

27
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types of retail businesses.

Numerous studies of the types of access patterns have

been conducted for specific retail businesses. Anyone con-\

sidering starting a retail business should examine these accessi-

\

bility studies. Theatres, service stations, drugstores, and

apparel shops all vary in important ways.

Different factors should be considered when selecting

sites' for wholesale establishments. Rail, truck, and air

carriers should have easy access. The wholesale establish=

, anent should be suitably located. Because of the nature of the

facilities, equipment, and fixtures, the number of suitable

sites is often limited by zoning laws and permits.

Although closeness to a shopping center has its advantages

for many service businesses, customer- are more prone to seek

out and travel farther for a service. They will often go out

of their way to visit a preferred dentist or a T.V. repair

shop. Yet even.among various service fi significant

differences exist in the factors to be considered in site

locations.

Manufactuqn& firms have the most restrictive zoning

limitations. If you are considering a manufacturing business,

check into zoning laws, shipping facilities, availability

appropriate buildings, distance from raw materials, and near-

ness to the potential market. All are important site considera-

tions.

28.
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Selecting the right site is of vital importance to the

success of your business. To help you rate available sites

as you study them and to compare these sites in terms of their

suitability for your type of business, the Small Business

-Administration (SBA) "Rating Sheet on Sites" is provided on

the following page.

EVALUATING AN EXISTING BUSINESS

There are a number of reasons for buying an existing

business, but there are also advantages to opening a new

business. Before you decide which is better for you, perhaps

you shoUld evaluate an existing buSiness. As a potential

buyer, you must carefully analyze the business to determine

its worth. Throughout your evaluation, you should be consulting

such experts as public accountants, bankers, lawyers, Chamber

of Commerce personnel, professional trade association advisors

and real estate people. They will provide you with objective

answers to your questions.

One of the very first questions you should try to answer

is: "Why does the seller want to sell?" Is it because of

poor- personal health, retirement, or decreasing sales? Some-,

times entrepreneurs buy an existing business and find out a

year later that the seller opened a competing business at

a more favorable location. You should consider the seller's

answer thoughtfully. You want to be sure it is accurate.
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RATING SHEET ON SITES

Grade each factor: "A"
exce l ien

"C" for fair, and "D" for pot r.

FACTOR

Centrally located tc5 reach my market

Raw mcCerials re ly available

Z. Quantity of available labor

4. Transportation availability and rates

5. Labor rates of pay /estimated productivity

6. Adequacy of utilities (sewer, water, power, gas)

7. Local business climate

B. Provision for future exp

B.' Taxation burden

10. Topography of the site (slope and o ion)

it. Quality of police and fire protectsan

12. Housing availability for workers and management

13. Environmental factors (schools, cultural,

community atmosphere)

4. Estimate of quality of this site in 10 years

15. Estimate of this site in _relation to my major

competitor

Part II, Unit p'
Where to Locate
the Business'

tB or good,

GRADE

(Locating or Relocating Your Business, 1973, p.
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Also talk with the local bankers, customers, suppliers, and
!

possibly even competitors and employees. Listen to what they

say. Be especially careful; knowing the real reason for sell-

ing will help you decide whether or not to buy.

Another major concern when evaluating the business is

.determining its profit potential. When analyzing profit

information you should ask three questions (1) What are

the profit. trends of the business? (2) Are the profits

similar to other businesses in the same industry? (3) If

profits are low, is it realistic to believe they can be in-

creased with my leadership?

Other questions that need to be answered are:

1. If the seller has an\ exclusive selling agreement

'`with,_ a supplier, c41 that be transferred to you,

the new o-

2. Does the business have a good repu

its customers?

on among

Are there any special licenses that wilL be

quired because of change of ownership.

r

4. What is the total initial amount of money needed

to get into this business, including purchase

price working capital, money or repairs, and

purchase of new stock?
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Before you decide to buy a company, arrange for an audit

of the seller's records and financial statements by a reliable

public accounting firm. In addition to the current audit

report, you will want to have.informatior on past sales and

r'fit figure's. This type of information is available through

analysis of-the seller's tax returns. Beware of a seller

who is not willing to share the information needed to conduct

a complete audit. An honest seller should be willing to comply

with an audit.

It is also wise to have an 'appraisal by an expert of

the equipment,.building, fixtures, and other fixed assets

to determine their current worth. This requires a physical

inventory.

You will also need to evaluate the condition of the

inventory.- You---bust determine how much of the stock can be

sold, if the inventory is balanced (i.e.4 Is there too much

of one item?), and ho- uch of a loss you will take by getting

rid of unsatisfry---y i ems.

Finally, you and the seller must agree upon he price for

the business. Since the seller has an emotional investment

as well as financial, the selling price will-Probably be higher

that the fair market price. So before you make your final

`decision, be sure to have an accountant determine the

of the business. The sales agreement or contract should be



BUY OR LEASE?

OAT ABOUT'

BUYING THE

PREMISES?
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p by a lawyer. Don't attempt to do these;activities

yourself unless you are an expert accountant or attorney. This

way, future headaches and mistakes can be eliminated.

EUYING Vg. LEASING

Usually, when businesses first open, the owner cannot

afford the cost of a mortgage in addition to a down payment on

the premises. Unless the business is in the entrepreneur's

home, most locations are leased. However, if money is avail-

able, you might want to consider purchasing the business

premises. The decision to buy, lease or build must be made

carefully. You should get an expert's advice attorney, real

estate broker-) before you sign your name on the dotted line.

,Buying the Premises

If you can afford to buy the premises, there are some

definite advantages. Your business is assured of continual

occupancy You will not have to worry about being, evicted or

aboutnonrenewal of your lease. Owning the p emises allows

you to modernize,lt paint a wall, replace the flooring, and

add a new bathroom for employees.'

Property values have risen rapidly in the last ten years.

is norunusual to find-property purchased ten years ago

appreciating 100%.1 Even when' appreciation values do not rise

as fast as recently, most property does appreciate in value.



WHAT INFORMATION

SHOULD A LEASE

INCLUDE ?
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This is-not to say there are no risks in owning real estate.

The neighborhood can depreciate; the property could be destroyed

by a natural disaster.

There are other disadvantages to owning the premises.

.
Having property ties up capital. This could cause problems

for the new entrepreneur with limited capital. You have some-

what restricted your ability to relocate the business. Usually

the entrepreneur would need to sell the premises to have enough

cap buy another. To forestall this, you could rent the

premises to someone else and find a new location to lease.

Obvi usly relocating the business is much more complicated

whe, real estate is involved.

Leasing the Premises

Leasing a site is a'common practice among most beginning

business owners. Wien receiving the lease, consider these -pain

How much rent will you have to pay?, Will the

rental fee be a flat fee or will it be a percentage

of sales?

Does the owner restrict the use of parts of the

facility, such as storage rooms?

Does the owner restrict the use of the property to

only.-certain activities This might become important

should you decide after one year to conduct cooking

classes in your shop in addition to selling kitchen

equipment.
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4. Should any improvements be made? If so, to whom

do the additions belong?

5. Could you sublease the property?

restrictions?

_, are there

What provisions are stated in the lease for renewal?

Is renewal guaranteed as long as the lease agreement

is followed?

7. What types of insurance does the owner have? How much

fire insurance, for example, and what does it cover?

Are you required to have certain types of insurance?

How long is the lease for? Can At be cancelled before

it expires? Under what conditions?

35
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PREPARATION ADAPTATION ACTIVITIES

Are you able to apply these site selec ion principles to

your business aspirations? Are you now familiar with the vari-

ous factors to consider in selecting a site? T following

activities should help you check your knowledge ab9ut site

selection.
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ASSESSMENT ONE

I. Ask a banker or attorney in your community to meet with your

group to provide a-detailed description of the factors to be

considered when buying an existing business.

Contact a local real estate broker. Ask the broker these

questions (1) Are any businesses up for sale? (2) Where

are they located? (3) What are the asking prices and con-

ditions f sale?\ (4) Have there been any significant trends

over the past fiVe years in the number of business going up

for sale?

3. What can be learned from an intensive analysis of the finan-

cial records of a company?

4. Develop a checklist of all the things you believe ought to

be included in a lease agreement that you would be comforta-

ble in signing,: Then get a copy of a standard business lease

agreement from your local real estate broker. Compare your

checklist to the standard lease agreement. Are there differ-

ences? In what areas? If you could make two additions to

the standard lease agreement what would they be?
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5. What will be your attitude toward competition When seeking

a good location for your business?

POSTASSESSMENT

1. Assume you and a friend are each attempting to select the

right site for your individual businesses. You are opening

a dry cleaning business and your friend is going into the

men's clothing businc Are there lny .cant ii aces

in the factor= you both need to consider? Are the factors

the same? Yes ? No? Why?

You are meeting with one of the current owners of a business

that youl ay purchase. You ask the owner, "Why are you sell-

ing the business?" The owner says, "V= -e r-vr

ness because my part is iii poor health and it's just too

much fr-- me to handle alone." 'low r you ,t? Would

you attelpt to dis( )17e if this is the real reason why the

business is being sold? How?

3. You are thinking about buying an existing business. Describe

the information that ought to be included in an audit of the

business.

4. Describe the importance f appraising a business that you

are considering purchasing.

5. Describe the information that should be included in a lease

agreement.

37,
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Compare your answers to your responses to the preassess-
-.

.ment. You may want to check your postassessment answers with

your instructor.

SELF - EVALUATION

How well did you know the information needed to do the

activities?

( )

Very well

Fairly well

A little

Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know

the material well enough, it might be helpful to review this

section before going on..
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no. 154, 1973.

EXPOSU_ LEVEL:

-"The Right Location" (16 min., sd., color, 16 mm)
Available for purchase or rental froni Sales Branch,
National Audiovisual Center - General Services Admini-
stration, Washington, D. C. 20406. Phone (301)

763-1854.

This film dramatizes the importance of the right
location and outlines some of the essential factors to
consider in making,a site selection study by using the
experiences. of a young person planning to open a clothing

store.
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PRE /POSTASSESSMENT
SUGGESTED RESPONSES

EXPOSURE

1. Selecting the right business site is an important success factor. A firm must be located
at a site that enhances both customer relations. and the firm's operations.

2. Advantages of buying an existing business; include (a) studying the site may be easier,
(b) experienced personnel may be available, (c) current owner's equipment and furnish

may be available, (d) established customers reduce risk.

Disadvantages of buying an 4xisting business include a poor location which may render
effective management, useless and pooT maiI9gement which may have damaged the firm's
image. In sum, you may inherit problems of the previous owner.

If you start your business you can (a) select your own employees, fixtures, equip-
ment, etc.; (b) develop your own operating procedures; (c) develop your own clientele.

5. Population, income, ant. competition factors must be considered when selecting a site.

EXPLORATION

The four basic site selection factors are population, income, competition, and the type
of industry.

There are three steps in site selection: (a) select a geographic area, (b) select a,1 a f
in a town or city, (c) select a specific site such as a lot or building.

Factors include (a) newspiPar circulation, (b) quantity and quality of labor, (c) avail-
ability and adequacy of transportation, (o) proximity to suppliers, (e) labor conditions,
(f) economic climate, (g) tax requirements,. While the same factors should be con-
sidered, different types of businesses might weigh the factors differently.

The Statistical Abstract of the United States, County and City Data Book, and Survey
of Current Businessez are three sources of useful information.
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Because one business venture is a -.entice firm and the other is a retail outlet, the factors
considered when selecting shin will differ. The retail outlet should be located near ample
parking facilities and should be colvenient. C.2stornars will often go out of their way to
reach a r tered service firm.

While the owner's response may well be the real reason, you should be certain that it is.
Talk with local bankers, customers, suppliers, competitors, and employees to discover
or verify the owner's reasons for selling.

Have a reliable public accounting firm audit the seller's current financial statements. You
will also 'Pint to have information on sales and profit figures for as many years as
possible.

An appraisal of the equipment, building, fixtures, and other fixed assets of the business
will help you determine their current worth. You will need this information to determine
your start-up cots (i.e., replacing obsolete, worn out equipment) should you take over

the business.

Lease agreements should provide the following information: (a) rental fee, (b) restric-
tions on building use, (c) subleasing, (d) improvements, (e) lease renewal (f) insurance,
and (g) duration of the lease.



TEACHING /LEARNING OBJECTIVES TE/ACHING/LEARNING DELIVERY SUGGESTIONS

Upon completion of this level of instruction you should be able to:
.A variety of different teaching/learning methodologies have been

used, To help you organize your work and plan the use of this level
these suggestions are made:
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1. Explain the importance of selecting the right business site.
2. Identity the advantages and disadvantages of buying an existing busi-

ness versus starting a new business.
3. Name and describe two reasons for starting a new business.
4. Name and describe each of the factors that must be considered when

selecting iA -'te. -

Contact the local Chamber of Commerce office or other service group
to locate resources available to help in selecting a businesss site.
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1. Explain the four basic factors to consider when selecting the city or
town in which to locate the business.

2. Identify the steps involved in selecting the right business site.
3. Name the factors which should be considered when analyzing a

city as a possible location for a business.
4. Explain the different factors which must be considered when select-

ing sites for retail establishments, wholesaling establishments, service
businesses, and manufacturing firms.

5. flame resources available to help entrepreneurs make the right site
selections.
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1. Identify and provide examples of the four basic factors to be con-
sidered when selecting a site.

2. Illustrate some important differences in site considerations for
different types of business.

3. Explain what needs t r be considered when buying an existing busi-
ness.

4. Identify resources available for helping the entrepreneur conduct
an evaluation o an existing business.

5. Discuss the importance of audits and appraisals and describe what
they ought to include

6. Describe the information that should be included in a lease agree-
ment.

I. Invite a real estate broker to discuss trends in the community and
businesses currently for sail. Have her or him provide the group
with a copy of a business lease.

2. Have a banker and an attorney discuss various factors to con-
sider when buying an existina firm.



The PACE series consists of these parts and units.

PART I: SETTING RENDY TO BECOME AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: Nature of Small Business

Unit B: Are You an Entrepreneur?

Unit C: Flow to Succeed and How to Fail

PART II: BEC24ING AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: Developing the Business -Plan

Unit B: Where to Locate the Business

Uitt C: Legal Issues and Small Business

Unit D: Govtrnment Regulations and Small Business

Unit E: Choosing the Type of Ownership

Unit F: How to Finance the Business

Unit G: Resources for Managerial Assistance

PART III: BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: Managing the Business

Unit B: Financial Management

Unit C: Keeping the Business Records

Unit D: Marketing Management

Unit E: Successful Selling

Unit F: HaLaging Human Resources

Unit G: Community Relations

Unit H:- Business Protection
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